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mountaineering

alpine
approach

winter trekking & 
snowshoeing

hike 
approach

tech
approach

kids

alpine
socks

alpine
liFe

technology

Next to the  
chalk bag.

Hiking 
fast forward.

Blister-free  
starts here.

Near to 
the rocks.

The journey is  
the reward.

Discover the wild side of 
winter

For those with the  
mountains in their hearts

Our
next generation
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TECHNOLOGY
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alpine Fit

Alpine fit: here in SaLEwa we know just how important shoes are for an alpinist, and just 
how much specific ergonomics and effective technical solutions make the difference on 
alpine terrain, right up to the last meter. For this reason when we engineer our products 
we always have one clear concept in mind: our footwear must be 100% BLISTER-FREE.

Alpine fit is the product of 5 key elements:

1. Ergonomics in Action
 Foot wrapping and support of the foot for the best sporting performance.

2. Heel Locking  
 Heel containment to guarantee precision and prevent the formation of blisters.

3. Customizable Fit
 The shoe fit can be uniquely tailored to the shape of the wearer’s foot.

4. Climate Control
 Optimum temperature and humidity in the shoe, even during highly aerobic activities.

5. Grip
 Great grip and control whatever the conditions without compromising elasticity and du-

rability.



alpine Fit
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100% Blister-Free
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3F = Fit + support + Flex

Fit

multiple lasts

women
NaRROw

women
mEDIum

men
mEDIum

women - NaRROw

women - mEDIum

men - mEDIum

mEN - wIDE

men
wIDE
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FLEX, FIT and SUPPORT, the SaLEwa 3F: “Three Functions System”, our trademarked technology, 
offers an unbeatable combination of ankle flexibility, lateral support, and perfection in fit.

diversity is our greatest asset
We share this planet with 7.200.000.000  other people. That means 7.200.000.000  different minds 
and bodies. While some body shapes may be alike, our feet could not be more different. 
As a matter of fact, feet differ not only in length but also in width.

Whatever the shape of your foot, we build boots that fit. After years of research we created gender-specific lasts, each in two differ-
ent widths and half sized steps in length.

Some feet are wider...

wS 5 uK Narrow: 89 mm wS 5 uK medium: 93 mm mS 8uK wide: 103 mmmS 8 uK medium: 99 mm

Designed for the highest level of climbing performance, foot 
support, and control. Targeted to the majority of mountain-
eers with normal width feet.

A female foot is not a smaller copy of a male foot. It has a 
unique shape. This is why we use women-specific lasts.

About 30% of women have relatively narrow feet and prefer 
our narrow last which is 4mm slimmer than the medium one. 

Did you know that your feet can change their shape with 
time? Heavy use of your feet – through mountaineering for  
example – can result in a significant widening.   
For those that need some extra space we offer wide lasts which  
are 4mm wider in the toe area. 
Ideal for the coldest conditions (more room for the toes = 
better blood circulation). 
Also accomodates a wider foot for optimal fit.

and some feet are narrower.



+

PLUS

multi Fit FootBed

multi Fit FootBed +

medium 
Fit

wide 
Fit

narrow 
Fit

medium
Fit

climBing lacing 3d lacing
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our Foot is a three-dimensional shape. it is deFined By length, width, and height.
Only SaLEwa offers a footbed that allows individual customization of the fit by adding or removing 
the yellow MFF layer. 

CLIMBING LACING: 
More accurate lacing in the toe area gives 
more support and performance.

3D LACING: 
Dividing the shoe into three areas allows 
the athlete to fine-tune between comfort 
and performance.



support

Flex
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alpinists go where others don’t

we endeavor to cross the most challeng-
ing surfaces on the planet. When you’re 
moving sideways at steep angles, your 
ligaments are pushed to the limit.

SaLEwa footwear provides full support 
while still offering freedom of move-
ment.

heel FlexiBility and saFety are 
mandatory For the modern 
mountaineering

The greatest mistake is to limit the 
freedom of movement of an athlete’s 
foot.

at SaLEwa we believe nature is the best 
designer, so why change perfection?

We offer freedom of movement where 
the mountaineer needs it and provide 
hold where it’s needed too.

Foot support 
engineering

testing in alpine 
conditions



3F vario
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turns shoe to sandal
One simple move transforms this lightweight approach shoe into a comfortable sandal. Perfect 
companion for all climbing activities - protects the foot and is very comfy



      Learn more at
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did you know that Foot odor in shoes is not 
caused By sweat, But By the Bacteria which 
Feed on it? 

In order to neutralize foot odor we use “good” microbes, 
which feed on those microorganisms which cause it, 
transforming sweat into water and CO2.

This is an innovative, non-toxic and completely
bio-friendly treatment called CLEANSPORT NXT. 
100,000,000 self-activating good microbes are ap-
plied to every square cm of the lining, thus creating 
a protective layer which is ready to react as soon as 
our fabric comes into contact with sweat, thus keeping 
shoes fresh and ready to use.



memory Foam 
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primaloFt® padding
Feet stay warm and dry thanks to Primaloft® padding, which 
is very breathable and barely absorbs any moisture. The 
special combination of warm insulation and compactness 
allows the volume and weight of both the cushioning and 
the boot to be kept as low as possible. 

The boot immediately conforms to the ankle and offers all-
over comfort without gaps, thanks to memory foam padding. 



gore-tex® memBrane

Functional mesh
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lightweight and supportive

hightech For your Feet
During adventure trips or daily life, GORE-TEX® footwear with  Product Technology pro-
vides perfect climate comfort - so not only do feet stay dry, they also stay nice and cool.
The innovative sole structure on these shoes blends prominent functionality with contemporary
design.

extended protection
GORE-TEX® shoes with  product technology have a special GORE-TEX® laminate lining that 
is integrated into the shaft and surrounds the foot - from above as well as from below. Together with 
the open sole construction, an absolutely waterproof and all-round breathable shoe is created.

the new gore-tex® 
product technology

waterproof and breathable 
to provide high levels of 
performance



BreathaBle 
protection
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keeps feet dry and cool

total comFort and maximum protection.
The innovative structure of the shoe uses a laminated GORE-TEX® lining which is incorporated into 
the upper, and which exploits a special radiator to facilitate the circulation of air under the ball of 
the foot, whilst at the same time the shoe remains completely waterproof and breathable.



alpine grip

VIBRam® 
SaLEwa PRO

VIBRam® 
TETON

VIBRam® 
NEw muLaZ

VIBRam® 
muLaZ

VIBRam® 
aLPINE aPPROaCH

VIBRam® 
SCRamBLER

mountaineering

via Ferrata
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A sure and reliable grip is essential for all mountaineers. That’s why with our best partners we 
develop special outsoles designed for specific uses and terrain. That serves to guarantee the best 
possible traction, lifespan and comfort. 

Grip, precision and long-lasting wear allow you 
to confidently master the most demanding 
passages on rock, in slushy snow, or on 
icy sections. An asymmetrical tread profile 
offers among other things a higher level of 
performance when on the mountain.  

Traction, secure footing and firm support: This 
type of sole is ideal for conquering via ferrata’s 
as well as scree fields and rocky stretches. This 
is made possible by a tread profile developed 
just for this purpose. A large surface contact 
area ensures firm grip on rock and Alpine terrain 
while at the same time enabling secure footing 
on a via ferrata’s “iron road.” 



VIBRam® 
HIKE aPPROaCH

VIBRam® 
RGS 

VIBRam® 
ICE FRICTION 

VIBRam® 
TECH aPPROaCH 
EVO/mEGaGRIP

VIBRam® 
TECH aPPROaCH

approach

trekking/hiking

ice
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High precision and traction on wet and slippery 
rock: SALEWA approach soles have been 
developed to allow you to master ascents of 
moderate difficulty while promoting a flexible 
toe-off as well as a natural movement of the 
foot while hiking. 

Secure support, flexibility and long-lasting wear: 
These outsoles have been specially developed 
to be there for you on the most challenging 
hikes. Thanks to research into the biodynamics 
of hiking, toe-off is easier, guaranteeing the best 
possible comfort even after hours on Alpine 
terrain. The outsoles have been coupled with 
materials that have outstanding shape memory 
so they do not lose cushioning properties over 
time. 

Excellent adhesion on ice, snow and wet surfac-
es - we use an advanced and super-adhesive 
mixture to put winter trekking enthusiasts on a 
stable footing. The use of vulcanized rubber in 
combination with aluminum components and 
textile fibers guarantees 18% more grip than 
conventional soles.
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the idea Behind 
viBram® ice-Friction

ICE TREK 
COMPOUND
With this kind of 
density, the rubber
eases the grip on 
surfaces in normal
conditions, and 
offers good 
resistance
to abrasion because 
of the strong
anti-wear material 
that covers it.

RUBBER WITH 
HIGH ABRASION 
RESISTANT MIXTURE
Rubber with high 
abrasion  
resistant mixture and 
hydrolysis  
to grant resistance to 
wear and  
long life of the sole.

viBram® 
„ice-Friction“

HIGH-TECH FABRIC FOR 
AMAZING
GRIP PERFORMANCE
This high-tech fabric was 
studied  
and created specifically for 
this revolutionary sole: it has 
specific characteristics to 
improve the grip performance 
on wet or frozen surfaces.
The high-tech fabric sticks 
perfectly
to two different vulcanizations 
of the
rubber without affecting its 
resistance
to sliding and abrasion.

HIGH TECH TEXTILE FOR A 
NEW GRIP PERFORMANCE



TESTED WHERE IT MATTERS

18/20%

20/25%

30/32%

viBram® „ice-Friction“
perFormance
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comBining high-tech
materials (Bi-mixture ruBBer + FaBric)
has increased the slip
rEsistAnCE up to 25% wHiLE mAintAininG ALL tHE bEst quALitiEs oF tHE rubbEr soLE.

grip capacity

Standard references
Ice: in standard system en 13287
Ceramic: in standard system En iso 20345. uK as accreditation in accordance with system   
 bs/9/1-5 2004 and pos Bs en 13287 2007
Steel: uK aS accreditation in accordance  with system bs/9/1-5 2004 and 
 POS en 13287 2007

ICE CERamIC STEEL



viBram® rgs

SaLEwa TaKE-OFF TECHNOLOGY

VIBRam® ROLLINGaIT SYSTEm
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salewa take-oFF technology

take-oFF technology powered By

Naturally rapid, with zero effort. Hiking is becoming ever more dynamic and orientated towards an 
aerobic approach to the sport:  in response to this we at Salewa have integrated a revolutionary 
technology called Take-Off, which facilitates the rapid, natural rolling motion of the foot during 
ascents and descents thanks to a pre-defined positioning of the big toe a slightly raised position, 
with the innovative RGS sole by Vibram® equipped with a special rocker profile.
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viBram® rollingait system 

accellerate your hiking
Vibram® Rollingait System (RGS) is an innovative midsole & sole 
combination that helps the natural roll of the foot. Together with 
SaLEwa it has been adapted to the functionality of the foot 
and its roll during fast hiking. RGS results in optimized energy 
output, less muscle fatigue and more comfort and endurance.

the rolling shape 
Usually at the first touch-down with the ground, the center of 
plantar pressure moves from the heel to the metatarsus and toes. 
The curved shape of the innovative RGS’s sole increases the 
contact area and supports the natural roll of the foot whenever 
it experiences impact with the ground. The innovative rolling 
shape thereby eases fluidity of motion, reduces hip and knee 
flexion and optimizes force transition and power output. 

the BeneFits

Efficiency
The curved shape of the RGS supports the foot on his impact with 
the ground and accompanies it with its natural roll movement. 
The higher contact surface ensures higher grip at any foot 
posture. This increases the fluidity of motion in level/up and 
downhill walking, leading to a more efficient force transmission 
and consequently increased power output at the same muscle 
effort
. 
comFort and staBililty
Thanks to the curved shape, hip and knee flextion -  usually 
resposible for discomfort in lower limbs during descent-  are 
reduced, easing muscle recovery and increasing comfort even 
after many hours of use.

endurance

go Further, Faster. 
Thanks to the optimized lower limb motion, energy consumption 
and muscle fatigue are lowered, consequently boosting your 
endurance. 
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alpinists go where others do not dare

Optimal performance on ice, rock and mixed terrain: The more 
ambitious the goal, the more vital it is to have footwear that is 
both durable and ergonomic you can always count on. That’s 
why we at SaLEwa have developed a mountaineering line 
based on our key promise: Alpine fit 100% blister free. 
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ELASTIC GAITER

FULL RUBBER RAND

THINSULATE
LINING

T-ZIP WATERPROOF ZIP

BREATHABLE 
MESH  
COLLaR  
LINING

WATERPROOF/
BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE

ELaSTIC,
ANATOMIC
COLLaR

Turn to “climb” for climbing

Turn to “Walk” for hiking

Turn to “climb” for ice climbing

climB and walk

SUPERFABRIC™
OBERMATERIAL

Flex system

22

upper technologies pro gaiter

New, more 
ergonomic 

and safer 
adjustment 

key.



0903 Black/Yellow

0903 Black/Yellow

0903 black/yellow

ms pro gaiter
mEdium: 61070 widE: 61020

ms pro guide
mEdium: 61071 widE: 61021

ms vertical pro
mEdium: 61317 widE: 61316
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Glacier mountaineering, Expedition, Ice Climbing, 
Mountaineering

upper:  Superfabric™, 360° full rubber rand, Internal waterproof/breathable 
membrane

lining:  3M Thinsulate™ 400
insole:    Nylon + Fiberglass / Flex System
outsole:  Vibram® - Salewa PRO
weight:   1040 g
size:   6 - 12 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Ice Climbing, Mountaineering

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 3mm Perwanger suede leather
lining:  GORE-TEX® Insulated Comfort (Duratherm XL)
insole:    Nylon + Fiberglass / Flex System
outsole:  Vibram® - Salewa PRO
weight:   1070 g
size:   6 - 12 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Ice Climbing, Mountaineering

upper:  PERWANGER SUEDE, GAITER COLLAR, Protective rand, 360° full rubber 
rand, Superfabric

lining:  GORE-TEX® Insulated Comfort (Duratherm XL)
insole:    Nylon + Fiberglass / Flex System
outsole:  Vibram® - Salewa PRO
weight:   990 g
size:   6 - 12 UK



mEDIum FIT wIDE FIT
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For technical mountaineering perfect footwear is fundamental for success. 
SaLEwa footwear stands for best in class quality, fantastic support to 
weight ratio, highest grade materials and innovative technical solutions 
that improve your performance.

3D LACING
Three automatic locking points with a patent-
ed set at forefoot to ensure maximum custom-
ization in fit.

3F EVO SYSTEM
Unbeatable combination of flexibility, ankle 
support and precision in fit. Improved with a 
steel wire for additional heel containment. 
Anatomically positioned.

3S COMBI
Triple density microporous rubber midsole for 
ultimate edging performance on rocks. TPU 
Insert at heel for perfect compatibility with 
semi-automatic crampons.

MULTIPLE LASTS
Differentiated fit. Only when the foot has the 
space necessary is it possible to eliminate foot 
rubbing.
No rubbing = no blisters.
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ms condor evo gtx
mEdium: 61318 widE: 61319

ms raven comBi gtx
mEdium: 61013 widE: 61063

61320 ms rapace gtx

+

0916 Black/Cactus

3511 Winter Night/Davos

0903 Black/Yellow

5161 Citro/Grenatine

1609 Indio/Mimosa

4052 Pewter/Emerald

MAN | MOUNTAINEERING26

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Snowshoeing, Mountaineering

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 2.6mm Perwanger Suede
lining:  GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
insole:    Stiff: Nylon + 27% Fiberglass
outsole:  Vibram® Teton
weight:  840 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Snowshoeing, Mountaineering

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 2.0mm PU Coated Leather, Highly wear-resistant 
fabric

lining:  GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
insole:    Stiff: Nylon + 27% Fiberglass
outsole:  Vibram® New Mulaz
weight:  800 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Trekking, Mountaineering

upper:  360° full rubber rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric, 1.6mm Nubuk
lining:  GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
insole:    Stiff: Nylon + 27% Fiberglass
outsole:  Vibram® Mulaz
weight:  625 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



ws condor evo gtx
mEdium: 61321 nArrow: 61322

5539 Cactus/Venom

ws raven comBi gtx
mEdium: 61113 nArrow: 61163

0902 Black/Lilac

61323 ws rapace gtx

2411 Crystal/Clementine

+

woman | moUnTaInEERInG 27
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Snowshoeing, Mountaineering

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 2.6mm Perwanger Suede
lining:  GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
insole:    Stiff: Nylon + 27% Fiberglass
outsole:  Vibram® Teton
weight:  720 g
size:  3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Snowshoeing, Mountaineering

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 2.0mm PU Coated Leather, Highly wear-resistant 
fabric

lining:  GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
insole:    Stiff: Nylon + 27% Fiberglass
outsole:  Vibram® New Mulaz
weight:  680 g
size:  3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Trekking, Mountaineering

upper:  360° full rubber rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric, 1.6mm Nubuk
lining:  GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
insole:    Stiff: Nylon + 27% Fiberglass
outsole:  Vibram® Mulaz
weight:  535 g
size:  3 - 9 UK



                 

wINTER TREKKING & 
SNOwSHOEING
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trekking on cold 
winter conditions and snowshoeing

a line designed for winter trekking and snowshoeing with a 
high level of insulation and new soles with a specific design and 
compound for the best grip on ice/snow. 
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63029 ms snow trainer insulated gtx

0631 Smoke/Red

+

MAN | wiNter trekkiNg & sNowshoeiNg30

100% SNOWSHOE COMPATIBLE

TREKKING ON COLD 
WINTER CONDITIONS AND SNOWSHOEING

A line designed for winter trekking and snowshoeing with a high level of 
insulation and new soles with a specific design and compound for the best 
grip on ice/snow. 

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Trekking, Snowshoeing

upper:  Suede+ integrated waterproof gaiter, 360° full rubber rand, Highly 
wear-resistant fabric

lining:  GORE-TEX® Insulated Comfort (Duratherm L)
insole:    Mid stiff: Nylon
outsole:  Vibram® ICEFRICTION
weight:  710 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



+

63129 ws snow trainer insulated gtx

3205 Iceland/Pistache

woman | winter trekking & snowshoeing 31
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SNOW PROOF INTEGRATED GAITER 

3F system 
Unbeatable combination of flexibility, anatom-
ically positioned ankle support and unmatched 
precision in fit.

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Trekking, Snowshoeing

upper:  Suede+ integrated waterproof gaiter, 360° full rubber rand, Highly 
wear-resistant fabric

lining:  GORE-TEX® Insulated Comfort (Duratherm L)
insole:    Mid stiff: Nylon
outsole:  Vibram® ICEFRICTION
weight:  610 g
size:  3 - 9 UK
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aLPINE aPPROaCH
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alpine approach

a perfect combination of technology from the most modern 
alpine footwear and the comfort from a hiking shoe, the new 
mountain Trainer is like a second skin for the foot. Ideal for 
scrambling, via ferratas and demanding trekking, thanks to the 
upper designed to adapt to the shape of the foot together with 
the customizable fit of the MFF+ footbed. Support and mobility 
are provided by the 3F Evo System and the advanced lacing 
system make this shoe the winning choice whether scrambling, 
on via ferratas or challenging talus. 
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+

PLUS
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mountain trainer l:  the new generation of footwear 100% blister free! We 
have made them even more comfortable and hugging, thanks to the soft nubuck 
and the exclusive inner lining in full grain leather which enhances comfort and 
well-being. This model is also ideal for daily use. In addition, it is possible to 
personalize the fit with the MFF+ footbed, in order to make them more precise or 
increase the volume. We have also added lateral support utilizing the 3F system, 
without compromising flexibility and comfort. Grip, durability and safe foot strike 
are guaranteed from the tried-and-tested Alpine Approach sole by Vibram® with 
bumper.

MULTI FIT FOOTBED +
Thanks to the modular footbed it is possible to 
customize the shoe to the wearer’s foot.

CLIMBING LACING
The advanced lacing reaches right down to the 
toe to guarantee precision when climbing and 
to enhance forefoot fit.

LINING IN FULL-GRAIN LEATHER
Softness and a touch of refinement, to provide 
the ultimate in alpine comfort 

ALPINE APPROACH SOLE BY VIBRAM®

Grip, durability and safe foot placement: ideal 
for scrambling, via ferratas, and traversing 
scree. It is combined with a microporous sole 
with shock-absorbing rear inserts in PU to 
enhance comfort and cushioning.



63413 ms mtn trainer l

7552 Bungee Cord/Firebrick

+
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MAN | ALPINE APPROACH

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Trekking

upper:  360° full rubber rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric,  
1.6mm Nubuk

lining:  Full grain leather
insole:    Mid stiff: Nylon
outsole:  Vibram® Alpine Approach
weight:  530 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



63411 ms mtn trainer mid gtx

0943 Black/Indio

4052 Pewter/Emerald

7551 Brown/Yellow

+

63412 ms mtn trainer gtx

0334 Navy/Nugget Gold

0944 Black/Assenzio

+

63414 ms mtn trainer

0487 Reef/Terracotta

4016 Myrtle/Nugget Gold

+

MAN | ALPINE APPROACH36

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Trekking

upper:  360° full rubber rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric,  
1.6mm suede leather

lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
insole:    Mid stiff: Nylon
outsole:  Vibram® Alpine Approach
weight:  630 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Trekking

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 1.6mm suede leather,  
Highly wear-resistant fabric

lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
insole:    Mid stiff: Nylon
outsole:  Vibram® Alpine Approach
weight:  545 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Trekking

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 1.6mm suede leather,  
Highly wear-resistant fabric

lining:  Breathable mesh
insole:    Mid stiff: Nylon
outsole:  Vibram® Alpine Approach
weight:   530 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



63415 ws mtn trainer mid gtx

0620 Tarmac/Swing Green

0790 Carbon/River Blue

+

63416 ws mtn trainer gtx

0787 Carbon/Pagoda

8455 Venom/Tigerlilly

+

63417 ws mtn trainer

3522 Bright Acqua/Mimosa

7553 Bungee Cord/Mimosa

+

woman | aLPInE aPPRoaCH 37
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Trekking

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 1.6mm suede leather,  
Highly wear-resistant fabric

lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
insole:    Mid stiff: Nylon
outsole:  Vibram® Alpine Approach
weight:  530 g
size:  3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Trekking

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 1.6mm suede leather,  
Highly wear-resistant fabric

lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
insole:    Mid stiff: Nylon
outsole:  Vibram® Alpine Approach
weight:  460 g
size:  3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Trekking

upper:  360° full rubber rand, 1.6mm suede leather,  
Highly wear-resistant fabric

lining:  Breathable mesh
insole:    Mid stiff: Nylon
outsole:  Vibram® Alpine Approach
weight:   455 g
size:  3 - 9 UK
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less eFFort and incomparaBle comFort.

New SaLEwa footwear is for everyone who loves mountain 
hikes! It unites comfort and typical alpine expertise with new 
technical solutions. That’s how we can facilitate the dynamics 
of hiking plus better regulate the microclimate of your footwear. 
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Speed ascent is aimed at the new generation of hikers, who seek lightweight 
performance which goes beyond more traditionally-styled hiking boots. The 
revolutionary Speed Ascent integrates two innovative technologies: the Take-Off 
construction, which creates a pre-fixed slightly raised position of the big toe, and 
the RGS sole by Vibram®, incorporating the special rocker profile throughout its 
length. 

Thanks to extensive testing, we have achieved exceptional results in terms of:

• faster walking in ascent

• improved comfort and stability in descent

• more harmonious footstrike, resulting in reduced impact on joints

• less fatigue in ascent and descent

Perfect foothold and highly-tunable fit 
with double-row lacing option.



Sole developer partner

Winner of 
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100% blister-free with SaLEwa’s Alpine Fit.

Less fatigue due to VIBRAM® Rollingait System and 
SaLEwa Take-Off technology.

Outstanding precision and firm closure 
due to overlapping tongue.

SPEED ASCENT
NATURALLY FAST WITH NO EFFORT

Going fast on the trail means not just working hard, but working 
smart. SaLEwa’s Take-Off technology has a pre-set position 
for the toes and VIBRAM’s Rollingait System offers a rocker-
shaped sole for quicker and safer rolling. This gets you there 
faster and easier – in ultimate comfort with SaLEwa‘s 100% 
blister-free guarantee.



63425 ms speed ascent gtx

0903 Black/Yellow

5560 Haze/Uppercut

8600 Blue/Smoke

+

63426 ms speed ascent

0794 Carbon/Flame

1621 Terracotta/
Nugget Gold

1622 Firebrick/Venom

3520 Winter Night/Mimosa

TAKE OFF
TECHNOLOGY

OVERLAP

+

TAKE OFF
TECHNOLOGY

OVERLAP
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Approach

upper:  Highly wear-resistant fabric, Breathable mesh,  
Microfiber Suede

lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort   
outsole:  Vibram® RGS Speed Ascent
weight:  390 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Approach

upper:  Highly wear-resistant fabric, Microfiber Suede,  
Stretchable Air Mesh

lining:  Breathable mesh lining
outsole:  Vibram® RGS Speed Ascent
weight:  360 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



+

63428 ws speed ascent gtx

0792 Carbon/Emerald

5590 Willow Green/Ringlo

63429 ws speed ascent

0787 Carbon/Pagoda

1623 Firebrick/Silvretta

2416 Spectrum Blue/Smoke

TAKE OFF
TECHNOLOGY

OVERLAP

+

TAKE OFF
TECHNOLOGY

OVERLAP
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Approach

upper:  Breathable mesh, Highly wear-resistant fabric, 
 Microfiber Suede

lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® RGS Speed Ascent
weight:  340 g
size:  3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Approach

upper:  Breathable mesh, Highly wear-resistant fabric,  
Microfiber Suede                     

lining:  Breathable mesh lining   
outsole:  Vibram® RGS Speed Ascent
weight:  315 g
size:  3 - 9 UK



63424 ms alp Flow gtx

0682 Smoke/Yellow

5533 Basilico/Foliage

MAN | HIKING44

alp Flow gtx
Let your feet breath! The innovative Alp Flow GTX makes the innovative 
GORE-TEX® Surround™ technology available for all mountain enthusiasts. 
For the first time even a critical area like the ball of the foot can breathe 
correctly during mountain hikes without compromising total waterproofness. 
Air can enter the upper through a special radiator placed on the sides, and 
reaches and refreshes the foot through a specially-perforated footbed. 
The superlative comfort of this shoe is finished off with ultra-soft nubuck 
leather and the market-leading grip of the Vibram® sole.

GORE-TEX® SURROUND™
The GORE-TEX® laminated lining incorporated into the upper exploits channels beneath the foot and 
a lateral radiator to facilitate the passage of air around the foot, whilst at the same time ensuring that 
the shoe remains completely waterproof and breathable.

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Trekking

upper:  Ballistic Mesh, Protective rand, 1.6mm Nubuk
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
insole:  GORE-TEX® SURROUNDTM Product Technology
outsole:  Vibram® Hike Approach
weight:  605 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



63427 ws alp Flow gtx

0793 Charcoal/Indio

8457 Venom/Bright Acqua
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3F SYSTEM
An unbeatable combination of flexibility, ana-
tomic support for the ankle and perfect fit.

CLIMBING LACING
The advanced lacing extends right down to the 
toe to guarantee precision when climbing and 
enhance the fit of the forefoot.

HIKE APPROACH SOLE BY VIBRAM®

Grip, flexibility and durability to tackle the 
most demanding excursions in total safety.

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Trekking

upper:  Ballistic Mesh, Protective rand, 1.6mm Nubuk
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
insole:    GORE-TEX® SURROUNDTM Product Technology
outsole:  Vibram® Hike Approach
weight:  515 g
size:  3 - 9 UK



63432 ms alp trainer mid gtx

0766 Carbon/Ringlo

5581 Treetop/Ringlo
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3F SYSTEM
An unbeatable combination of flexibility, ana-
tomical ankle support  and perfect fit. 

ALP TRAINER MID GTX
Never stop hiking! The much-loved Alp Trainer Mid GTX now offers even 
more comfort and improved fit thanks to an optimization of its volume 
and the extra soft upper construction! The exclusive MFF footbed ensures 
individualization of a shoe’s fit for your foot. The 3F System offers more 
support and suede split leather lends the necessary softness. The Alp Trainer 
is thus your ideal companion even on very long hikes in the mountains. The 
Vibram® Sole just for hiking and trekking ensures perfect grip, flexibility and 
durability. Plus, it offers the necessary cushioning when wearing heavier 
packs. 

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Trekking

upper:  1.6 – 1.8 Suede, PU coated leather rand, Stretch fabric
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® Hike Approach
weight:  550 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



63433 ws alp trainer mid gtx

0969 Black Out/Agata

8619 Washed Denim/Carrot

+

PLUS
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CLIMBING LACING
The advanced lacing system extending to the 
toes means the shoe’s fit can be customized 
to each individual’s needs, thus offering more 
comfort and precision. 

SOLE HIKE APPROACH BY VIBRAM
Grip, flexibility and durability so you can safe-
ly complete the most challenging hikes.

MULTI FIT FOOTBED +
The removable footbed allows individualiza-
tion of a shoe for your personal foot shape. 

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Trekking

upper:  1.6 – 1.8 Suede, PU coated leather rand, Stretch fabric
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® Hike Approach
weight:  480 g
size:  3 - 9 UK
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A nEw roCk routE is wAitinG For you: 

with the new SaLEwa shoes the approach to the start 
has never been so easy! Thanks to a mix of exceptional 
robustness, grip, lightness, customization and 
ergonomics, we have raised the bar to a new level with 
this state-of-the-art approach shoe.
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wILdFIRE PRO
HIGH TECH APPROACH

Sometimes your hike is a climb - and sometimes your 
climb requires a hike. Take on either one in the new 
Wildfire Pro, an approach shoe built to go out - and go 
up.

 100% blister-free with SaLEwa’s Alpine Fit.

Outstanding precision and firm closure  due 
to overlapping tongue.

Excellent fit and durability due to the 
 combination of leather & microfiber.



Sole developer partner
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25% increase in traction with 
VIBRAM® Megagrip sole.
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wildFire pro 
Door to Summit. Dedicated to mountain professionals and those who relish 
demanding ascents and difficult moves, without compromising the comfort 
of a lightweight, agile shoe. With Wildfire Pro we have combined the 
concept of an approach shoe with technical solutions more typically found 
in climbing footwear. Excellent stickiness, precise fit, a feeling which only 
a leather and microfiber upper can provide, which will help you ascend 
safely, even after the footpath ends.

OVERLAP CONSTRUCTION
Inspired by rock boot design: precision and 
sturdy, reliable closure even on difficult moves.

TECH APPROACH EVO SOLE BY VIBRAM® wITH 
MEGAGRIP COMPOUND
+25% grip! Real climbing-shoe grip, without 
compromising elasticity and durability.

UPPER IN LEATHER AND MICROFIBER
Perfect fit and long-lasting durability.

CLIMBING LACING
The advanced lacing system lets you adjust 
the fit based on the needs of the wearer to 
guarantee enhanced comfort and maximum 
precision
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3F EVO SYSTEM
3F Evo incorporated in the heel: excellent 
comfort and even more precise heel crad-
ling and hold thanks to the rear band.

EXa SHELL 
The grid structure enhances the containment 
of the upper and improves forefoot balance.

UPPER IN BREATHABLE MESH
Fresh feet and ventilation even when ascen-
ding under a scorching sun.

wildFire vent
The grid structure of the Exa Shell wraps the upper and enhances the pre-
cision of the fit, forming a unified structure with the tried-and-trusted 3F 
Evo system which wraps the heel to provide support and rear holding, for 
excellent heel cradling, and 100% BLISTER-FREE!



63418 ms wildFire pro gtx

0335 Navy/Mimosa

0945 Black Out/Yellow

+

63419 ms wildFire pro

1503 Flame/Cactus

4044 Yellow/Smoke

OVERLAP

+

OVERLAP
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Suede, Microfiber Forefoot, Exa Shell Over Injected 3D Cage
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach Evo with Megagrip compound
weight:   470 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Microfiber Forefoot, Exa Shell Over Injected 3D Cage, Suede
lining:  Mesh Lining   
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach Evo with Megagrip compound
weight:   440 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



63421 ws wildFire pro gtx

0791 Carbon/Assenzio

63422 ws wildFire pro

3524 Bright Acqua/Reef

+

OVERLAP

+

OVERLAP
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Microfiber Forefoot, Exa Shell Over Injected 3D Cage, Suede
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach Evo with Megagrip compound
weight:   410 g
size:  3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Microfiber Forefoot, Exa Shell Over Injected 3D Cage, Suede
lining:  Mesh Lining
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach Evo with Megagrip compound
weight:   380 g
size:    3 - 9 UK



63420 ms wildFire vent

0955 Black Juta

1504 Flame/Basilico 5351 Cactus/Basilico

63434 ms wildFire s gtx

0488 Reef/Mimosa

0924 Black/citro
1610 Indio/Nugget Gold

+
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Microfiber Forefoot, Ballistic Mesh,  
Exa Shell Over Injected 3D Cage

lining:  No Lining
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach EVO
weight:   425 g
size:   6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Ballistic Mesh, Microfiber Forefoot, Exa Shell Over Injected 3D Cage
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach Evo
weight:  445 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



63423 ws wildFire vent

0336 River Blue/Clementine

0791 Carbon/Assenzio 0955 Black Juta

63435 ws wildFire s gtx

0906 Black/Emerald

8822 Cypress/River Blue

+
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Microfiber Forefoot, Ballistic Mesh, E 
xa Shell Over Injected 3D Cage

lining:  No Lining
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach EVO
weight:   360 g
size:   3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Microfiber Forefoot, Ballistic Mesh, Exa Shell Over Injected 3D Cage
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach Evo
weight:  385 g
size:  3 - 9 UK
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Firetail evo mid gtx
Firetail Evo evolves and becomes Firetail Evo Mid. While keeping unchanged all 
of the features which made this the queen of approach shoes, the Firetail Evo 
Mid is enhanced with a higher ankle cuff to provide more versatility even in wet 
conditions and provide improved lateral stability. The sole is also completely new, 
with aggressive outsole and a special sticky compound, guaranteed by Vibram®.

3F SYSTEM EVO
An unbeatable combination of flexibility, anatomic 
support of the ankle and perfect fit.

Highest quality Scrambler sole by Vibram.
The 3-season sole unit provides excellent grip on all 
terrain types that a climber could encounter during 
crag approaches. The TC1 mixture guarantees superb 
elasticity and performance, even on wet terrain. 
Self-cleaning conical tread pattern design inhibits 
mud and snow build-up.

CLIMBING LACING
The advanced lacing system lets you adjust the 
fit based on the needs of the wearer to guarantee 
enhanced comfort and maximum precision
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63312 ms Firetail evo gtx

0486 Reef/Opale

0678 Smoke/Grenatine

4293 Grenatine/Sparta Blue

0906 Black/Emerald

+

63401 ms Firetail evo mid gtx

0618 Smoke/Gneiss0900 Black

7514 Copper/Carrot

+

63313 ms Firetail evo

0489 Moon/Citro

0924 Black/Citro 8496 Davos/Grenatine

+
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Vía ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Aramidic/Rubber 360° Rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort   
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach
weight:   415 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Via Ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Aramidic/Rubber 360° Rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® Scrambler
weight:   460 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Vía ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Aramidic/Rubber 360° Rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric
lining:  Mesh
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach
weight:  375 g 
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



63314 ws Firetail evo gtx

0950 Black/Venom

5532 Basilico/Snakeberry

8602 Blue Jeans/Poppy Red

6120 Pinky/White

+

63402 ws Firetail evo mid gtx

0483 Moon/Iceland0923 Black/Gneiss

5550 Agata/Pinky

+

63315 ws Firetail evo

0950 Black/Venom

7516 Juta/River Blue

8452 Venom/Citro

+
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Vía ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Aramidic/Rubber 360° Rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach
weight:   350 g
size:  3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Vía ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Aramidic/Rubber 360° Rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Vibram® Scrambler
weight:   380 g
size:  3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Vía ferrata, Hiking, Approach

upper:  Aramidic/Rubber 360° Rand, Highly wear-resistant fabric
lining:  Mesh
outsole:  Vibram® Tech Approach
weight:   340 g
size:   3 - 9 UK
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mountain liFestyle, everyday. 

Love of the mountains is a lifestyle that is reflected down to 
the tiniest detail by outdoor enthusiasts in everyday life and 
while traveling. The new SaLEwa collection captures the alpine 
spirit in lively and trendy ways – functional, technical footwear 
to help you conquer the challenges of daily life.  
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63403 ms escape mid gtx

3218 Chocolate/Gneiss

8595 Pixie/Copper

63436 ms alpine trip gtx

0738 Shark/Flame

1646 Truffle/Honey

MAN | ALPINE LIFE64

 SaLEwa presents a collection of footwear for adventure travel and downtime 
before and after your climbs.

The Gore-Tex®    unique system makes this footwear the ideal partner 
for ambitious travelers and alpinists.

 unique system makes this footwear the 
ideal partner for ambitious travelers and alpinists.

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  Suede
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Gore Surround TPU Anti-slip
weight:  390 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  Waxed cowhide
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Gore Surround TPU Anti-slip
weight:  380 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK



63437 ws alpine trip gtx

5280 Bamboo/Pinky
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HARMONIOUS BLEND OF  MATERIALS
High quality italian leather and hand crafted finishing 
create a unique design.

OVERLAP UPPER CONSTRUCTION: 
the style is directly inspired on our most technical shoes.

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  Waxed cowhide
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Gore Surround TPU Anti-slip
weight:  320 g
size:  3 - 9 UK



63317 ms ramBle gtx

7571 Earth/Indio

1640 Truffle/Fluela

63438 ms snowcap wp

0768 Carbon
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  Suede
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Gore Surround TPU Anti-slip
weight:  370 g
size:  6 - 12, 13 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Mountain inspired urban lifestyle, Après-Ski

upper:  Waxed canvas, Waxed suede
lining:  Primaloft, Internal waterproof/breathable membrane
insole:    ALUMINIUM LAYER
outsole:  Salewa Multi-Season
weight:  505 g
size:  6 - 13 UK (no 1/2 sizes)



63320 ws ramBle gtx

0485 Moon/Opale

5290 Bamboo/Willow Green

8613 Pixie/Siberia

63439 ms snowcap wp

0967 Black/Pagoda
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  Suede
lining:  GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Gore Surround TPU Anti-slip
weight:  320 g
size:  3 - 9 UK

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  Ripstop nylon, Waxed suede
lining:  Internal waterproof/breathable membrane, Primaloft
insole:    ALUMINIUM LAYER
outsole:  Salewa Multi-Season
weight:  405 g
size:  3 - 9 UK (no 1/2 sizes)



63405 ms capsico mid insulated

0770 Charcoal/Ringlo

0901 Black/Smoke

63406 ms capsico insulated

8821 Cypress/Gneiss

MAN | ALPINE LIFE68

Climbing footwear which is both technical and comfortable. Constructed from 
the highest quality leather and breathable mesh. The innovative 3F Vario system 
allows the shoe to be transformed into a sandal with one simple action.

3F VARIO-SYSTEM
One simple move transforms this lightweight appro-
ach shoe into a comfortable sandal. Perfect compani-
on for all climbing Actividades - protects the foot and 
is very comfy

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle, Approach

upper:  Nubuk
lining:  Primaloft, Internal waterproof/breathable
 membrane
outsole:  SALEWA MULTI - SEASON
weight:  400 g
size:  6 - 13 UK (no 1/2 sizes)

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Approach

upper:  Suede
lining:  Primaloft, Internal waterproof/breathable
outsole:  SALEWA MULTI - SEASON
weight:  285 g
size:  6 - 13 UK (no 1/2 sizes)



63409 ws capsico mid insulated

0767 Charcoal/Agata

0929 Black/Dragonfly

63410 ws capsico insulated

1669 Devil/Loganberry
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COMFORTABLE AND BREATHABLE
Breathable mesh and air vents provide perfect clima-
te comfort

INSPIRED BY STATE-OF-THE-ART SNOW TIRE 
TECHNOLOGY.
Our designers took their inspiration from snow tire 
technology to beat the insidious snow in ski resort 
parking lots. The small rubber flaps adapt to any sur-
face type. When combined with our special winter 
compound the result is safer walking and a reduced 
risk of accidental slips.

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle, Approach

upper:  Nubuk
lining:  Primaloft, Internal waterproof/breathable
outsole:  SALEWA MULTI - SEASON, SALEWA MULTI - SEASON
weight:  345 g
size:  3 - 9 UK (no 1/2 sizes)

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle, Approach

upper:  Suede
lining:  Primaloft, Internal waterproof/breathable
outsole:  SALEWA MULTI - SEASON, SALEWA MULTI - SEASON
weight:  245 g
size:  3 - 9 UK (no 1/2 sizes)



63404 ms original

7550 Brown
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THE ORIGINAL

The authentic “Boot”, inspired by the unique natural quality of our mountains. 
Classic lines and excellent attention to 
detail lend “hand-crafted” styling to this footwear,
 making it ideal for a walk in the woods or for wearing around town. The shoe is 
produced from the finest home-grown Italian leathers and the styling is further 
enhanced by the “ideal” double stitching which gives this product a touch of 
class.

THE ORIGINAL “CARRARMATO”
The original carrarmato outsole from Vibram enhan-
ces the performance of the lightweight elastic mix.

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  PERWANGER SUEDE
LininG:   FULL GRAIN LEATHER
outsoLE:  Vibram Carroarmato Moreflex
weight:  585 g
size:  39 - 47 (no 1/2 sizes)



63407 ws original

0416 Grey/Blue
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AUTHENTIC DETAILS
Quality Italian leathers and authentic hand crafting.

COMFORT IN EVERY DETAIL
Cuff lining in leather for comfort and protection.

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Hiking, Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  PERWANGER SUEDE
LininG:   FULL GRAIN LEATHER
outsoLE: Vibram Carroarmato Moreflex
weight:  465 g
size:  36 - 43 (no 1/2 sizes)
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HiGH quALity LEAtHEr And AntiALLErGiC syn-
thetic FiBers,

grippy outsoles, lightweight construction, heel shock 
absorbers, 100% waterproof taped linings, and 
SaLEwa technological expertise and for a premium 
outdoor kids footwear line.
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Jr hiking Free
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3F EVO SYSTEM
An unbeatable combination of flexibility, 
anatomical support of the ankle, and perfect fit. 

SLIP-ON LACING SYSTEM WITH ‘QUICK LACE’ 
AND HOOK-AND-LOOP CLOSURES
The secure and simple lacing system for 
children.

EXTRA SOFT BOOT COLLAR
The best comfort with every step, thanks to the 
workmanship of the collar based on the same 
standards as in adult styles. 

Jr alp player mid gtx 
Flexible and lightweight for young mountain sports enthusiasts: JR Alp 
Player Mid combines the finest details of SALEWA mountain footwear to 
offer comfort and freedom of movement with every step. From technical 
and design solutions to the GORE-TEX® membrane all the way to a soft 
upper – we have thought of everything to spoil the feet of tomorrow’s 
mountaineers.  



64403 Jr snowcap gtx

0903 Black/Yellow

64404 Jr alp player mid gtx

0792 Carbon/Emerald

2412 Crystal/Citro

8640 Winter Night/Ringlo

KIDS76

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  Suede
lining:  GORE-TEX® Sierra
outsole:  Salewa Hike Approach Junior
weight:  295 g
size:  26 - 40 (no 1/2 sizes)

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  Suede
lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort
outsole:  Salewa Hike Approach Junior
weight:  265 g
size:  26 - 40 (no 1/2 sizes)



64005 Jr wildFire waterprooF

0794 Carbon/Flame

3511 Winter Night/Davos5160 Citro

64405 Jr alp player wp

5589 Treetop/Tirol

8620 Wetland/Carrot

KIDS 77
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Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle, Approach

upper:  Exa Shell Over Injected 3D Cage, Mesh + real leather
lining:  Waterproof/Breathable Lining
insole:    Anatomic footbed in leather
outsole:  Junior Hiking TPU + PU
weight:   220 g
size:   26 - 40 (no 1/2 sizes)

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle

upper:  Suede
lining:  Internal waterproof/breathable membrane
outsole:  Salewa Tech Approach Junior
weight:  215 g
size:  26 - 40 (no 1/2 sizes)
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alpine socks – 100% Blister-Free starts here

Only with specially-designed socks used together with our 
shoes can we avoid the creation of blisters: a 100% blister 
free symbiosis. Here in Salewa we know that in order to be 
comfortable in the mountains it is not enough to wear the 
best shoes; you also need socks that perform correctly.   
To this end, we’ve applied our vast knowledge of the foot 
and the best in materials technology to create socks with 
an alpine fit which are 100% blister free.



alpine Fit
the

100% Blister-Free

ALPINE SOCKS80

ski warm wool perFormance socks
Warm and dry feet: The Ski Warm Wool Performance socks were specially 
developed to maintain the correct microclimate of skiers’ feet during the day 
– enabled by our combination of merino wool and Thermocool® yarn. You are 
guaranteed warm insulation and thermoregulation brought together with self-
cleaning properties that prevent unpleasant odors! Breathable, seamless inserts 
at the instep and shin coupled with polypropylene in the footbed facilitate the 
release of sweat from the sock.

COMFORT CUFF: 
The sock stays in posi-
tion without impeding 
blood circulation.

PaddEd 
TIBIA:
Protects against friction 
from high-cuffed boots.

FOOT BOTTOM WITH 
THERMOCOOL® AND 
POLYPROPYLENE
Shock absorption and 
comfort to give relief to 
feet.

VENTILATED SEAMLESS 
INSERTS:
feet stay fresh even 
under intense use.

NET PATTERN ON THE 
SHIN: More breathabi-
lity without giving up 
comfort 

THERMOCOOL® MERINO 
WOOL MIX:
Thermal regulation and 
a natural feel on the 
skin.
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PERFECT MATERIALS FOR ALPINE COMFORT 100% BLISTER FREE

COMFORT

To reduce to the minimum friction betwe-
en skin and fabric we use a special treat-
ment with PTFE, a material which has the 
second lowest coefficient of friction of all 
the solid materials known to man. Excep-
tional. And it is also extremely hydropho-
bic, so sweat is immediately wicked away 
by the sock.

THERMAL INSULATION

Nature gives us an excellent thermal re-
gulator: Merino wool. Dry feet which bre-
athe thanks to this natural fiber, which is 
even capable of absorbing odors and has 
self-cleaning properties.

Dry and warm: this combination of soft 
yarn in ultra-thin polyester fiber and Me-
rino wool guarantees exceptional ther-
mal insulation and rapidly wicks away 
moisture from the skin, whilst at the same 
time trapping in warmth and ensuring 
feet can breathe correctly, even in the 
coldest conditions.

Thermocool® optimizes the natural ther-
mal regulation capabilities of the human 
body, thanks to a fiber cross-section whi-
ch creates channels capable of enhan-
cing the evaporation of moisture and 
providing insulation at the same time.

CLIMATE CONTROL

Combining the warm touch of cotton with 
indispensable rapid drying: Drirelease® 
Cotton dries four times faster than nor-
mal cotton thanks to the FreshGuard tre-
atment, keeping the garment odor free.

Warmer than wool: Drirelease® wool is 
designed to provide excellent thermal 
insulation, reducing at the same time the 
sensation of clamminess on the skin. In 
addition, it does not irritate the skin and 
thanks to the FreshGuard treatment the 
garment stays odor free.

Feet stay dry and healthy thanks to this 
fiber designed to ensure rapid wicking 
of moisture away from the skin and limit 
heat loss thanks to the use of polypropy-
lene fibers.

Durable and abrasion resistant: this 
polyamide fiber boasts excellent mecha-
nical properties combined with an extre-
mely light weight. Perfect for preventing 
holes and abrasion in the most critical 
points in socks.



68056 all mountain socks

QUICK
DRYING

0801 antracite/4800 0621 grey melange/8560

0911 black out/6290 0801 antracite/5960 2711 marigold/1500

68058 ski warm wool perFormance sk

68059 ski touring wool socks

0802 antracite/2710 0801 antracite/5960 2711 marigold/0620

ALPINE SOCKS82

product Features:
 - 100% Blister-Free*
 - Technical THERMO®COOL and MERINO WOOL fabrics: insulation-
and temperature regulation with a natural feel on the skin
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE French Terry: cushioning and quick 
drying to ease the burden on feet
 - COMFORT CUFF: The sock doesn’t slip or constrict circulation
 - Shin cushioning of wool to protect from friction of higher-cut 
mountain boots

activities: Glacier mountaineering, Trekking, Mountaineering
protective Functions: quick-drying, insulating, warm
comFort Functions: breathable, thermo regulating, soft

Composition: - Polypropylene 25 %
 - Polyester 24 %
 - Polyamide 19 %
 - Wool 20 %
 - Acrylic 10 %
 - Elastane 2 %
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: Insulation
size: 35-37 - 38-40 -41-43 - 44-46 -  47-49
weight: 115 g

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:

product Features:
 - Alpine Fit through specific construction and functional use of yarn and 
structures
 - Technical THERMO®COOL and MERINO WOOL fabrics: insulation and 
temperature regulation with a natural feel on the skin
 - Shin cushioning of wool to protect from friction of higher-cut mountain 
boots
 - Seamless ventilating inserts at the instep and footbed: Cool, fresh feet 
even after long wear
 - NET PATTERN ON THE SHIN: enhancing breathability without loosing 
comfort
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE French Terry: cushioning and quick drying 
to ease the burden on feet
 - COMFORT CUFF: The sock doesn't slip or constrict circulation

activities: Free Ski Mountaineering - Climb to Ski, Skitouring 

Composition: - Polyamide - Nylon 35%
 - Polypropylene 19%
 - Polyester Thermocool 18%
 - Wool 8%
 - Merino wool 9%
 - Acrylic 9%
 - Elastane 2%
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: Insulation
size: 35-37 - 38-40 - 41-43 - 44-46 - 47-49
weight: 92 g

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Free Ski Mountaineering - Climb to Ski, Skitouring

product Features:
 - Alpine Fit through specific construction and functional use of yarn and 
structures
 - High percentage of merino wool: breathable, insulating, and a natural 
feel on the skin
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE French Terry: cushioning and quick drying 
to ease the burden on feet
 - COMFORT CUFF: The sock doesn't slip or constrict circulation
 - NET PATTERN ON THE SHIN: enhancing breathability without loosing 
comfort

Composition: - Polyamide  - Nylon 40%
 - Polypropylene 16%
 - Merino wool 21%
 - Acrylic 21%
 - Elastane 2%
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: Insulation
size: 35-37 - 38-40 - 41-43 - 44-46 - 47-49
weight: 76 g



68057 expedition wool socks

0801 antracite/4800 0621 grey melange/8560

68064 trek Balance knee socks
QUICK

DRYING

0801 antracite/4800 3851 navy/8490 0621 grey melange/2080

68063 trek Balance socks

QUICK
DRYING

0801 antracite/4800 3851 navy/8490 0621 grey melange/2080
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product Features:
 - 100% Blister-Free*
 - French Terry with high percentage of merino wool: highly insulating, 
very soft

 - Footbed of stretch THERMOLITE®: insulation and precision for a true 
alpine fit

 - CORdURa® reinforcements at the toes and heels: Long-lasting, abra-
sion-resistant durability even at critical areas

 - COMFORT CUFF: The sock doesn’t slip or constrict circulation

activities: Glacier mountaineering, Expedition, Mountaineering
protective Functions: abrasion resistant, insulating, warm
comFort Functions: odor-resistant, breathable, soft

Composition: - Wool 47 %
 - Polyamide 30 %
 - Pes Thermolite 15 %
 - Pes Elastil 5%
 - Polyamide CORDURA 1%
 - Elastane 2 %
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: Insulation
size: 35-37 - 38-40 -41-43 - 44-46 -  47-49
weight: 132 g ( Unisex/L)

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:

product Features:
 - 100% Blister-Free*
 - ThermoCool content for a balanced foot climate
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE French Terry: cushioning and quick drying to ease 
the burden on feet

 - Open mesh instep area for ultimate ventilation
 - Shin cushioning: to protect from friction of higher-cut mountain boots
 - COMFORT CUFF: The sock doesn’t slip or constrict circulation
 - NANO GLIDE® yarn: high-tech to reduce abrasion and to wick moisture

activities: Hiking, Trekking, Mountaineering
protective Functions: quick-drying
comFort Functions: bodymapping, breathable, thermo regulating

Composition: - Elastane 2 %
 - Polyamide 37 %
 - Polypropylene 11 %
 - Wool 15 %
 - Polyester 35 %
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: Insulation
size: 35-37 - 38-40 - 41-43 - 44-46 -  47-49
weight: 89 g ( Unisex/L)

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:

product Features:
 - 100% Blister-Free*
 - ThermoCool content for a balanced foot climate
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE French Terry: cushioning and quick 
drying to ease the burden on feet
 - NANO GLIDE® yarn: high-tech to reduce abrasion and to wick 
moisture
 - Open mesh instep area for ultimate ventilation
 - Shin cushioning: to protect from friction of higher-cut mountain 
boots
 - COMFORT CUFF: The sock doesn’t slip or constrict circulation

activities: Hiking, Trekking, Mountaineering
protective Functions: quick-drying
comFort Functions: bodymapping, breathable, thermo regulating

Composition: - Polyamide 50%
 - Pes thermocool 28%
 - Polypropilene 14%
 - Pa Nanoglide 6%
 - Elastane 2%
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: wicking
size: 35-37 - 38-40 - 41-43 - 44-46 -  47-49
weight: 65 g ( Unisex/L)

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:



68062 approach perFormance socks

QUICK
DRYING

0801 antracite/4800 0741 sleet/8560 0901 black/2450

68061 approach no show socks

QUICK
DRYING

0801 antracite/4800 0741 sleet/5960 0901 black/2450

8560 reef

ALPINE SOCKS84

product Features:
 - Seamless ventilating inserts at the instep and footbed: Cool, fresh 
feet even after long wear
 - Instep of DRIRELEASE®COTTON: breathable and quick drying, with 
the naturally comfortable feel of cotton
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE: breathable and quick drying to ease 
the burden on feet even on the hottest days
 - Wrap-around upper for a 100% blister-free fit

activities: Hiking, Travel, Approach
protective Functions: quick-drying
comFort Functions: lightweight, bodymapping, breathable

Composition: - Polyamide 37 %
 - Polyester 24 %
 - Polypropylene 22 %
 - Cotton 4 %
 - Elastane 2 %
Fit: athletic
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: wicking
size: 35-37 - 38-40 - 41-43 - 44-46 -  47-49
weight: 35 g

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:

product Features:
 - Seamless ventilating inserts at the instep and footbed: Cool, fresh 
feet even after long wear
 - Instep of DRIRELEASE®COTTON: breathable and quick drying, with 
the naturally comfortable feel of cotton
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE: breathable and quick drying to ease 
the burden on feet even on the hottest days
 - Wrap-around upper for a 100% blister-free fit

activities: Hiking, Travel, Approach
protective Functions: quick-drying
comFort Functions: lightweight, bodymapping, breathable

Composition: - Cotton 4 %
 - Elastane 2 %
 - Polyamide 41 %
 - Polypropylene 33 %
 - Polyester 20 %
Fit: athletic
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: wicking
size: 35-37 - 38-40 - 41-43 - 44-46 -  47-49
weight: 29 g

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:



68069 travel warm merino socks

QUICK
DRYING

0801 antracite/4800 0621 grey melange

68068 travel light ankle socks

QUICK
DRYING

0801 antracite/4800 7341 tarmac/2070

68067 travel no show socks

QUICK
DRYING

0801 antracite/4800 3851 navy/8490
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product Features:
 - High percentage of merino wool: breathable, insulating, and a 
natural feel on the skin
 - POLYPROPYLENE reinforcements at the toes and heels for more 
breathability, quicker-drying ability, and less chance of blisters
 - Footbed of wool French Terry: cushioning and insulating all day 
long

activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle
protective Functions: quick-drying, insulating, warm
comFort Functions: breathable

Composition: - Polyamide 59 %
 - Polypropylene 15 %
 - Wool 24 %
 - Elastane 2 %
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: Insulation
size: 35-37 - 38-40 - 41-43 - 44-46 -  47-49
weight: 54 g

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:

product Features:
 - High percentage of merino wool: breathable, insulating, and a 
natural feel on the skin
 - Seamless, ventilating inserts at the instep: Cool, fresh feet even 
when temperatures go up

activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle
protective Functions: quick-drying
comFort Functions: bodymapping, breathable, thermo 
regulating

Composition: - Elastane 2 %
 - Polyamide 55 %
 - Wool 43 %
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: wicking
size: 35-37 - 38-40 - 41-43 - 44-46 -  47-49
weight: 37 g

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:

product Features:
 - Seamless, ventilating inserts at the instep: Cool, fresh feet even 
when temperatures go up
 - Reinforced and cushioning upper and toes: 100% BLISTER FREE 
even on long hikes
 - Instep of DRIRELEASE®COTTON: breathable and quick drying, with 
the naturally comfortable feel of cotton

activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle
protective Functions: quick-drying
comFort Functions: bodymapping, breathable, thermo 
regulating

Composition: - Pes drirelease 50% 
 - Polyamide 39%
 - Cotton 9%
 - Elastane 2%
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: wicking
size: 35-37 - 38-40 - 41-43 - 44-46 -  47-49
weight: 31 g

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:



68060 kids snowsport socks

0801 antracite/4500 0911 black out/5210

68066 kids trek Balance socks

QUICK
DRYING

0801 antracite/4800 3851 navy/8490 0621 grey melange/2080

68070 kids outdoor socks

QUICK
DRYING

3851 navy stripes 1731 indio stripes 5881 army stripes

ALPINE SOCKS86

product Features:
 - 100% Blister-Free*
 - ThermoCool content for a balanced foot climate
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE French Terry: cushioning and quick 
drying to ease the burden on feet
 - Open mesh instep area for ultimate ventilation
 - Shin cushioning: to protect from friction of higher-cut mountain 
boots
 - COMFORT CUFF: The sock doesn’t slip or constrict circulation
 - NANO GLIDE® yarn: high-tech to reduce abrasion and to wick 
moisture

activities: Hiking, Trekking, Mountaineering
protective Functions: quick-drying
comFort Functions: bodymapping, breathable, thermo 
regulating

Composition: - Polyamide 50% 
 - Pes thermocool 28%
 - Polypropylene 14%
 - Pa Nanoglide 6%
 - Elastane 2%
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: wicking
size: 26-28 - 29-31 - 32-34
weight: 55 g ( Unisex/L)

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:

product Features:
 - High percentage of merino wool: breathable, insulating, and a 
natural feel on the skin
 - Reinforced and cushioning upper and toes: 100% BLISTER FREE 
even on long hikes
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE: breathable and quick drying to ease 
the burden on feet even on the hottest days

activities: Travel, Mountain inspired urban lifestyle
protective Functions: quick-drying, insulating
comFort Functions: bodymapping, breathable, thermo regulat-
ing, soft

Composition: - Elastane 2 %
 - Polyamide 45 %
 - Polypropylene 14 %
 - Wool 39 %
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: wicking
size: 26-28 - 29-31 - 32-34
weight: 35 g

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:

Retail Price: wholesale Price:

Note:activities: Free Ski Mountaineering - Climb to Ski, Skitouring

product Features:
 - Alpine Fit through specific construction and functional use of yarn and 
structures
 - Technical THERMO®COOL and MERINO WOOL fabrics: insulation and 
temperature regulation with a natural feel on the skin
 - Shin cushioning of wool to protect from friction of higher-cut mountain 
boots
 - Seamless ventilating inserts at the instep: Cool, fresh feet even after 
long wear
 - NET PATTERN ON THE SHIN: enhancing breathability without loosing 
comfort
 - Footbed of POLYPROPYLENE French Terry: cushioning and quick drying 
to ease the burden on feet
 - COMFORT CUFF: The sock doesn't slip or constrict circulation

Composition: - Polyamide - Nylon 27%
 - Polypropylene 23%
 - Polyester Thermocool 21%
 - Wool 9%
 - Merino wool 9%
 - Acrylic 9%
 - Elastane 2%
Fit: Regular
EssEntiAL FunCtion CAtEGory: Insulation
size: 26-28 / 29-31 / 32-34
weight: 62 g



UK EU US Men US Lady MONDOPOINT

3 35 4 5 22.0

3½ 36 4 ½ 5 ½ 22.5

4 36 ½ 5 6 23.0

4 ½ 37 5 ½ 6 ½ 23.5 

5 38 6 7 24.0

5 ½ 38 ½ 6 ½ 7 ½ 24.5

6 39 7 8 25.0

6 ½ 40 7 ½ 8 ½ 25.5

7 40 ½ 8 9 26.0

7 ½ 41 8 ½ 9 ½ 26.5

8 42 9 10 27.0

8 ½ 42 ½ 9 ½ 10 ½ 27.5

9 43 10 11 28.0

9 ½ 44 10 ½ 11 ½ 28.5

10 44 ½ 11 29.0

10 ½ 45 11 ½ 29.5

11 46 12 30.0

11 ½ 46 ½ 12 ½ 30.5

12 47 13 31.0

12 ½ 48 13 ½ 31.5

13 48 ½ 14 32.0

13 ½ 49 14 ½ 32.5

14 50 15 33.0

EUR UK US

26 8 ½ 9 ½

27 9 10 

28 10 11

29 11 12

30 11 ½ 12 ½

31 12 ½ 13 ½

32 13 1

33 1 2

34 1 ½ 2 ½

35 2 ½ 3 ½

36 3 ½ 4 ½

37 4 5

38 5 6

39 6 7

40 6 ½ 7 ½

PACKAGING CODE EU (order size) UK MONDOPOINT US MEN US WOMEN

S 35-37 3-4.5 22.0-23.5 4-5.5 W 5-6.5

M 38-40 5-6.5 24.0-25.5 6-7.5 W 7-8.5

L 41-43 7-9 26.0-28.0 8-10 W 9-11

XL 44-46 9.5-11 28.5-30.0 10.5-12

2XL 47-49 11.5-13.5 30.5-32.5 12.5-14.5

PACKAGING CODE EU (order size) UK US KIDS

Kids' S 26-28 8.5-10 9.5-11 

Kids' M 29-31 11-12.5 12-13.5 

Kids' L 32-34 13-2 1-2.5 

sALEwA ALpinE soCks sizinG ConvErsion CHArt: AduLts

sALEwA ALpinE soCks sizinG ConvErsion CHArt: kids

ConvErsion CHArt: mEn/womEn ConvErsion CHArt: Junior
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68062 approach perFormance socks
PAGE 84
0741 sleet/8560, 0801 antracite/4800, 0901 black/2450

68066 kids trek Balance socks
PAGE 86
0801 antracite/4800, 3851 navy/8490, 0621 grey melange/2080

68058 ski wArm wooL pErFormAnCE sk
PAGE 82
0911 black out/6290, 0801 antracite/5960, 2711 marigold/1500

68056 all mountain socks
PAGE 82
0801 antracite/4800, 0621 grey melange/8560

68064 trek Balance knee socks
PAGE 83
0801 antracite/4800, 3851 navy/8490, 0621 grey melange/2080

68057 expedition wool socks
PAGE 83
0801 antracite/4800, 0621 grey melange/8560

68069 travel warm merino socks
PAGE 85
0801 antracite/4800, 0621 grey melange

68068 travel light ankle socks
PAGE 85
0801 antracite/4800, 7341 tarmac/2070

68067 travel no show socks
PAGE 85
0801 antracite/4800, 3851 navy/8490

68063 trek Balance socks
PAGE 83
0801 antracite/4800, 3851 navy/8490, 0621 grey melange/2080

68061 approach no show socks
PAGE 84
0741 sleet/5960, 0801 antracite/4800, 
0901 black/2450, 8560 reef

68070 kids outdoor socks
PAGE 86
1731 indio stripes, 3851 navy stripes, 5881 army stripes

SOCKS

68060 snowsport sk
PAGE 86
0801 antracite/4500, 0911 black out/5210

68059 tourinG wooL sk
PAGE 82
0802 antracite/2710, 0801 antracite/5960, 2711 marigold/0620

88



64005 Jr wildFire waterprooF
PAGE 77
 0794 Carbon/Flame, 3511 Winter Night/Davos, 5160 Citro

64405 Jr snowCAmp GtX
PAGE 77
5589 Treetop/Tirol, 8620 Wetland/Carrot

64404 Jr ALp pLAyEr md GtX
PAGE 76
2412 Crystal/Citro, 0792 Carbon/Emerald, 8640 Winter Night/Ringlo

64403 Jr snowCAmp GtX
PAGE 76
0903 Black/Yellow

KIDS

89



mOuNTaINEERING

wINTER TREKKING 
& SNOwSHOEING

aLPINE
aPPROaCH

HIKING

TECH
aPPROaCH

aLPINE
LIFE

ms pro gaiter 
mEdium: 61070 widE: 61020
PAGE 23
0903 Black/Yellow

61071 ms pro guide 
mEdium: 61071 widE: 61021
PAGE 23
0903 Black/Yellow

61317 ms vertical pro
mEdium: 61317 widE: 61316
PAGE 23
0903 black/yellow

61318 ms condor evo gtx
mEdium: 61318 widE: 61319
PAGE 26
0916 Black/Cactus, 3511 Winter Night/Davos

61013 ms raven comBi gtx
mEdium: 61013 widE: 61063
PAGE 26
0903 Black/Yellow, 5161 Citro/Grenatine

61320 ms rapace gtx
PAGE 26
1609 Indio/Mimosa, 4052 Pewter/Emerald

63411 ms mtn trainer mid gtx
PAGE 36
0943 Black/Indio, 4052 Pewter/Emerald, 7551 Brown/Yellow

63029 ms snow trainer insulated gtx
PAGE 30
0631 Smoke/Red

63412 ms mtn trainer gtx
PAGE 36
0334 Navy/Nugget Gold, 0944 Black/Assenzio

63413 ms mtn trainer l
PAGE 35
7552 Bungee Cord/Firebrick

63414 ms mtn trainer
PAGE 36
0487 Reef/Terracotta, 4016 Myrtle/Nugget Gold

63425 ms speed ascent gtx
PAGE 42
5560 Haze/Uppercut, 8600 Blue/Smoke, 0903 Black/Yellow

63426 ms speed ascent
PAGE 42 
3520 Winter Night/Mimosa, 0794 Carbon/Flame, 1621 Terracotta/Nugget 
Gold, 1622 Firebrick/Venom

63424 ms alp Flow gtx 
PAGE 44 
5533 Basilico/Foliage, 0682 Smoke/Yellow

63432 ms alp trainer mid gtx
PAGE 46 
5581 Treetop/Ringlo, 0766 Carbon/Ringlo

63418 ms wildFire pro gtx
PAGE 54
0335 Navy/Mimosa, 0945 Black Out/Yellow

63419 ms wildFire pro
PAGE 54
1503 Flame/Cactus, 4044 Yellow/Smoke

63434 ms wildFire s gtx
PAGE 56
0488 Reef/Mimosa, 1610 Indio/Nugget Gold, 0924 Black/citro

63420 ms wildFire vent
PAGE 56
0955 Black Juta, 1504 Flame/Basilico, 5351 Cactus/Basilico

63312 ms Firetail evo gtx
PAGE 60
4293 Grenatine/Sparta Blue, 0486 Reef/Opale, 0678 Smoke/Grenatine, 0906 Black/Emerald

63313 ms Firetail evo
PAGE 60
0489 Moon/Citro, 8496 Davos/Grenatine, 0924 Black/Citro, 1606 Red/Emerald

63401 ms Firetail evo mid gtx
PAGE 60
7514 Copper/Carrot, 0618 Smoke/Gneiss, 0900 Black

63317 ms ramBle gtx
PAGE 66
7571 Earth/Indio, 3218 Chocolate/Gneiss

63438 ms snowcap wp
PAGE 66
0768 Carbon

63403 ms escape mid gtx
PAGE 64
8595 Pixie/Copper , 3218 Chocolate/Gneiss

63405 ms capsico mid insulated
PAGE 68
0770 Charcoal/Ringlo, 0901 Black/Smoke

63406 ms capsico insulated
PAGE 68
8821 Cypress/Gneiss

63404 ms original
PAGE 70
7550 Brown

63436 ms alpine trip gtx
PAGE 64
0738 Shark/Flame, 1646 Truffle/Honey



mOuNTaINEERING

wINTER TREKKING 
& SNOwSHOEING

aLPINE
aPPROaCH

HIKING

TECH
aPPROaCH

aLPINE
LIFE

ws condor evo gtx (m)
mEdium: 61321 nArrow: 61322
PAGE 27
5539 Cactus/Venom

ws raven comBi gtx (m)
mEdium: 61113 nArrow: 61163
PAGE 27
0902 Black/Lilac

61323 ws rapace gtx
PAGE 27
2411 Crystal/Clementine

63415 ws mtn trainer mid gtx
PAGE 37
0620 Tarmac/Swing Green, 0790 Carbon/River Blue

63416 ws mtn trainer gtx
PAGE 37
8455 Venom/Tigerlilly, 0787 Carbon/Pagoda

63417 ws mtn trainer
PAGE 37
3522 Bright Acqua/Mimosa, 7553 Bungee Cord/Mimosa

634 28 ws speed ascent gtx
PAGE 43
5590 Willow Green/Ringlo, 0792 Carbon/Emerald

63429 ws speed ascent
PAGE 43
1623 Firebrick/Silvretta, 0787 Carbon/Pagoda, 2416 Spectrum Blue/Smoke

63427 ws alp Flow gtx
PAGE 45
8457 Venom/Bright Acqua, 0793 Charcoal/Indio

63433 ws alp trainer mid gtx
PAGE 47
8619 Washed Denim/Carrot, 0969 Black Out/Agata

63421 ws wildFire pro gtx
PAGE 55
0791 Carbon/Assenzio

63422 ws wildFire pro
PAGE 55
3524 Bright Acqua/Reef

63423 ws wildFire vent
PAGE 57
0336 River Blue/Clementine, 0955 Black Juta, 0791 Carbon/Assenzio

63314 ws Firetail evo gtx
PAGE 61
6120 Pinky/White, 0950 Black/Venom, 5532 Basilico/Snakeberry, 
8602 Blue Jeans/Poppy Red

63315 ws Firetail evo
PAGE 61
7516 Juta/River Blue, 0950 Black/Venom, 8452 Venom/Citro 

63402 ws Firetail evo mid gtx
PAGE 61
5550 Agata/Pinky, 0483 Moon/Iceland, 0923 Black/Gneiss

63320 ws ramBle gtx
PAGE 67
5290 Bamboo/Willow Green, 0485 Moon/Opale, 8613 Pixie/Siberia

63410 ws capsico insulated
PAGE 69
1669 Devil/Loganberry

63407 ws original
PAGE 71
0416 Grey/Blue

63437 ws alpine trip gtx
PAGE 65
5280 Bamboo/Pinky

63409 ws capsico mid insulated
PAGE 69
0767 Charcoal/Agata, 0929 Black/Dragonfly

63129 ws snow trainer insulated gtx
PAGE 31  
3205 Iceland/Pistache

63435 ws wildFire s gtx
PAGE 57
8822 Cypress/River Blue, 0906 Black/Emerald

63439 ms snowcap wp
PAGE 67
0967 Black/Pagoda

action Photos:  hansiheckmair.com
 Claudia Ziegler
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HEAdquArtEr
Export
Ober Alp SPA-AG / +390471242650
international@SaLEwa.com
COmPaNIES
Asia/Pacific
SaLEwa Asia Limited / +85223020489
asia@SaLEwa.com 
austria
Oberalp Austria GmbH / +4366212700
info@SaLEwa.at 
China
SaLEwa Trading Beijing Co. Limited / +861084584550
info@SaLEwa.com.cn 
Czech/Slovakia
SaLEwa Czech & Slovakia s.r.o / +420733113210
czech@SaLEwa.com 
France
SaLEwa France / +33476525959
bureau@SaLEwa.fr
Germany
Oberalp Deutschland GmbH / +4989909931
info@SaLEwa.de 
Italy
Ober Alp SPA-AG / +390471242600
info@SaLEwa.it
Poland
SaLEwa Polska Sp. Z.o.o / +48126309018
polska@SaLEwa.com 
Spain
SaLEwa Ibèrica S.L / +34937205262
office.spain@SaLEwa.com
Switzerland
SaLEwa Sport AG / +41713350930
info@SaLEwa.ch 
uK
Wild Country Ltd / +441298871010
info@wildcountry.co.uk 
uSa/Canada
SaLEwa North America / +13034440446
info@SaLEwa.us 
SaLEwa JaPaN KK
Phone: +81-3-4360-5000
FAX: +81-3-4360-5001

agents
Benelux
Co-concept NV / +3232130470
commercial@co-concept.be
Slovenia/Former Yugoslavia
Euro Sport trade D.O.O
Tomaž Komac S.p / +38631602384
tomaz.komac@SaLEwa.si

distriButors
Colombia
GRUPO SPORT / +5744480009
adrian.celis@gruposport.com 
Greece
Polo SA / +302109428200
info@polo.gr
Korea
Mayday Co. Ltd / +82226459465
SaLEwa@SaLEwa.co.kr 
Kyrgyzstan
Sport Expert, LLC / +996312694948
sportexpertkg@yandex.ru
Lebanon
The Shops SAL / +9619211461
SaLEwa@rgsal.com
mexico
VERTIMANIA / +528183634301
servicioalcliente@vertimania.net
New Zeland
Bobo Products Ltd / +6433179096
SaLEwa@bobo.co.nz
Norway
7Blåner / +4772423100
post@7blaner.no
Russia
SC Kant / +74993174800
sckant@kant.ru 
ukraine
Gorgany Com Ltd / +380667623287
wholesale@gorgany.com
Chile
Comercial Best Hike Ltda./ +56223357569
agzlatar@besthike.cl
Peru & Ecuador
Peruvian Sporting Good S.A.C/ +5116170180
Claudia.huerta@pe.aseyco.com
Portugal
Altitude Jogos de Aventura LDA / +351-218435580
info@altitude-pro.com

THaNKS TO

Errors and omissions reserved.
Technical upgrades or changes reserved.
all rights reserved.
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